
NEWS ALERT! 
SKSD vs. SKFR

"An Epic Battle is Brewing"  
For Your Tax Dollars!

(BIG MONEY & DRAMA UNFOLDING HERE IN SOUTH KITSAP) 

NO NEED TO FEAR!  
NACHO & LIBRE ARE HERE!  

YOU GO SK BOARD BOND-TEAM NACHO! 

MEET OUR SKSD BOARD TEAM MEMBERS
Nacho ( Director Wilson)       Libre (Director Berg) 

BIG EVENT COMING SOON! 
   (Remember you heard it here first)



 

    Word has "Apparently Leaked Out" that SKFR will make its 2nd 
try to pass a levy this August. A source told the district, and 
then the district promptly told Board Chair Wilson so he could 
then threaten the SKFR Fire Chief to not conflict the school 
district's November bond plan. Of course all of this information 
found its way to the entire SK School Board yet no votes were 
taken, no permission granted to Board Chair Wilson.   

  Board Chair Wilson will undoubtedly try to 'browbeat' SKFR in 
efforts to pressure him to run their levy at a date that won't 
sink SKSD's massive Two Hundred Seventy One Million dollar bond 
this November. The SKSD Board Pres. just arbitrarily picked 
November because he just wants to "Git er Done" quick, as he does 
with all matters of the board and district. After all, he is only 
getting $50 or so dollars a meeting so why spend time and study 
the problems to find the best solutions?  
   Nope, the 'git er don e quick' method is still not working 

for Mr. Wilson and it continues to adversely affect the board 
business. A pity that his all-powerful PhD doesn't qualify him to 
do the numbers or to construct a sound financial plan to keep Uss 
SKSD from sinking. So "just forget about it" as to what might be 
best for the kids.  It will always be "Unions First" the unions 
come first and Wilson will always remain "beholden" to them for 
his seat.  
   And though he does have the "tallest" name placard of all 

board directors, this doesn't mean what he thinks is the best 
plan for the district and the kids. His plan remains to just 
hurry up and end these meetings with as little discussion as 
possible.  

   Time will tell how this all comes out, as we now await the 
big smack down between SKSD and SKFR. Who goes first will be the 
one who wins the prize!  Who gets their request to the public 
first will prove who the big dog really is between these two 
"taxing giants". The foregone conclusion is that there is only 
room for one so don't worry about stepping on the proverbial neck 
of your tax adversary.  

 SKFR vs SKSD Slap-Down Coming Soon!



  Not even SKSD Board Director Berg with his super charged 
Roberts Rules of Order and Parliamentarian juju can save the day. 
Will Berg be telling the SKFR Chief that he is breaking school 
board laws? We he tell the Chief he is in violation of the school 
boards rules and procedures, that he must follow Roberts Rule of 
Order. 
  Perhaps the two newest board directors can help us. Or will 

it be the be the dog walking director who will walk her dog to 
impress the school kids and tell the  Fire Chief that his levy 
going first will adversely affect the kids, who then consequently 
require additional social and emotional counseling.  
  Perhaps the other newest director, the nostalgic one sharing 

his tales of an entire career as an elementary school principal 
will tell the Chief that all his family members who work for the 
district will also be adversely impacted. 
  Last but not forgotten is the director who Wilson demanded 

resign immediately from the school board. Why? Because he talks 
to the press and tells the community what is wrong, what needs to 
be done to save the school district? He is the only director who 
makes efforts to educate the community and the district on fiscal 
and management matters. But as usual, at the end of the day, it 
is the unions who run the show at SKSD. The unions have never 
seen an excessive pay raise or generous perk they could ever pass 
up.   

And the drama and intrigue just keeps on giving at SKSD. 

Stay tuned for further updates as these "Slap Down" Episodes Continue..




